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EducationThere is a growing tendency these days for more and more

college students to take part-time jobs. Family education is one of

most popular par-time jobs. Family education has some advantages.

On one hand, Family education can let you earn some extra money

and help you become more independent of your family. One the

other hand, family education can offer you chances to contact with

the society and the experience that you gain through family

education can broaden your school life.However there are also some

disadvantages in taking family education. For example, we may lose

time needed for sleep, rest, study and recreation. Taking family

education may interfere with our study and give us little or no useful

experience. As a result, we may find it hard to adjust to what the

college expects of him.As far as I am concerned, I think college

students can take family education. But we have to strike a balance

between school and the job. As a student, acquiring more knowledge

is our first important task. Although family education can enrich our

world of good, we should not spend too much time on it.Private

CarsWith the development of China’s economy, private cars

become more and more popular in China. Private cars have been

playing a vital part in our daily activities. On one hand, private cars

provide the most convenient form of transportation. With a car, we

can get around freely, without spending a lot of time. On the other



hand, the automobile industry provides jobs for countless workers

strong support for other industries. In our world, private cars are

indispensable.But with the increase of the number of private cars in

China, they have given rise to a series of problems. They are

responsible for a large proportion of air pollution, causing a lot of

disease to man, animals and plants. Traffic accidents kill thousands of

people every year and disable many more. Traffic jams on busy roads

delay us painfully every day. The consequences of all these are

becoming even more serious.Obviously, private cars, like anything

else, have more than one face. As far as I am concerned, I think we

should find ways to reduce these disadvantages so as to solve the

problems of heavy traffic and air pollution. Only in this way, can our

life become more exciting and comfortable.The Development of

Western ChinaAs we all know, the Chinese government has already

begun implementing some strategies to develop Western China,

shifting the focus of economic construction from the eastern to

western part of the country. Developing Western China is of great

importance. It will bring Western China more chances to absorb

foreign investments, technology, and even management experience,

which are just what they greatly need. On the other hand, as Western

China is a vast market, many eastern companies can cooperate with

western companies and earn more money from it.Western China has

been an undeveloped area for a long time because of its remoteness ,

poor education and inadequate infrastructure construction. Luckily,

nowadays Western China develops very fast .The local governments

have begun to accelerate the infrastructure construction.



Additionally, they have already paid much more attention to the

investment of education and have drawn up talent cultivation

programs.In my opinion, the Development of Western China is full

of hope, chances, and challenges. As a university student of the 21st

century, we should actively respond to the call of our country and

devote ourselves to the development of western China. 100Test 下载
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